Dear Friends,
“Rags to Riches – a lesson in heavenly wisdom”
Blest are you poor. … but woe to you rich.” These powerful words,
recorded for us by Luke, offer many avenues for thought. Today’s
liturgy places them in the context of Jeremiah 17 and Psalm 1, and
thus connects them with the search for happiness. Jeremiah’s powerfully imaged set of alternatives provide a perfect preparation for
hearing Luke's version of the Beatitudes. Notice that Luke’s Beatitudes differ from the more familiar eight (nine, really) Beatitudes in
Matthew in that the Third Gospel presents them in a set of our blessings paralleled by a contrasting set of four woes.
Poverty is wretched. It means physical suffering, psychological anguish, financial insecurity, cultural disparagement, political powerlessness, and social scorn. Affluence is wonderful! It means physical
comfort, financial security, political power, social and cultural acceptability, and at least the possibility of psychological health. Yet Jesus
used the word blest when speaking of the poor, and he used the
word woe when speaking of the rich. Obviously, he saw some kind of
advantage to being poor, and disadvantage to being rich.
When Jesus blesses the poor and curses the rich, is he congratulating the economically deprived and condemning those with ample
possessions? Although many argue that Matthew's “poor in spirit”
dilutes Luke’s “poor,” there is a growing consensus that by “poor”
Jesus means not a social class but those who know their need for
God. Of course, it frequently happens that those who feel the pinch
of poverty have a lively sense of their need for God, whereas the
affluent, with needs well provided for, often become numb to their
need for God.
Poor is called in the Scripture as anawim or the poor of Yahweh and
it has four stages of understanding. First, the poor are those people
who are without material wealth. Second, because they are materially poor, these people are usually without power and clout. The poor
are helpless and without influence. Third, because they are powerless, these people are often oppressed and exploited. The poor are
exploited people. Many people take advantage at them. Fourth, because they are helpless and unprotected, these people turn to God.
God is the only person that they can turn to. They are those people
who put their total trust in God.
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The Sermon on the Mount is considered as the ‘summation of
Jesus’ teaching. If we allow the ways and words of Jesus to have
their full force and vitality, we will realize that there is a higher
wisdom that confounds all our categories. It is inescapable. If we
are to accept Christ, there is something, someone, wholly other
than our nature and inclination. The God incarnate in Jesus, the
eternal Word made flesh, points to a reality that can never be
reduced to human dimension. While Christ is the entry of God into
our human nature, and so transforms all nature and earth itself,
his very being is a message that there is more than our humanity,
more than all the orderings of the cosmos.
If there is no supernatural order, the Sermon on the Mount makes
no sense. But neither do our liturgies, our holy acts, and words.
When we come together in worship, we do not merely celebrate
and honor our frail fellowship and stories. What we do is make
present to ourselves the mighty work of God, who is the “mystery
tremendous and fascinating.” We then allow God to transform, fill
and mend us. It is here that the poor are ‘blessed.’ They realize
that they cannot not depend on the things of the world for happiness. That poverty keeps one open to one’s need for God. That
riches turn one’s heart away from God. That
happiness is found closer to poverty than to
wealth!
Be blessed.
Fr. Tom Kunnel C.O.

Responsorial Psalm -- Ps 1
This psalm proclaims an authoritative guide to happiness. How can I make it through
life happy? Some English translation have the word “blessed.” The word is better translated
“happy” here in 1:1 because Ps 1 is talking about “happy” in the sense of being in a state of
blessing from God. “Blessed” focuses on God as blesser. All of this presses the question:
How do we live this way?
Recognize that the life of faith touches every moment and interaction. Look at the verbs in v.
1: walk, stand, sit. These are our options while we are awake. Psalm 1 has all of life in view.
We must be mindful of how we live. We are God’s witnesses to the world. We do not live apart
from the world as God’s missional people. This is not an option. Instead, we live in the world.
The psalmist is not naïve to think that we can avoid the world. The psalmist has a more audacious vision. The key is to be shaped by God so that we are influencers of the world rather
than persons who are influenced by the world.
Psalm 1:2 echoes God’s word to Joshua in 1:7-8: “Be strong and courageous. Be careful to
obey all the law my servant Moses gave you; do not turn from it to the right or to the left, that
you may be successful wherever you go. Keep this Book of the Law always on your lips; meditate on it day and night….” In other words, Ps 1 as a presupposition and foundation to the
journey of faith calls us to a courageous willingness to read and ponder.
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The first reading: Jer. 17:5-8
Jeremiah (sixth century BC) shows us a a curse (17:5-6), paired
with its opposite, a beatitude of blessing (17:7-8), when he compares the wicked to a barren bush in a desert and the just to a
well-watered tree growing near a running stream. In essence,
this “beatitude” teaches us that if we choose God as our hope,
our security, and our happiness, we will be blessed, truly happy.
On the other hand, if we choose human standards for our guides,
ourselves as our source of security, and the meeting of our own needs and desires
as our happiness, we will find ourselves living in increasing misery and confusion,
that is, in woe. Jeremiah tells us that the only source of lasting happiness is trust in God and hope in His promises. The manner in which one personally exercises one’s freedom of choice will also determine whether one will bring
upon oneself and the world blessings or curses.
Here is manifested 3 elements of Hebrew Poetry. The first is the use of imagery
drawn from nature, used so effectively in Hebrew literature. The person trusting in
other humans (v5) is like a withering bush on the desert floor, bereft of water, left
to fade into oblivion. The foolishness of trusting in human resources is a frequent

biblical theme, repeatedly sounded in the psalms
(Ps 118:8f; 146:3f). The image of the person
trusting in Yahweh as being a well rooted tree
(vv7f), in close proximity to abundant water, is a
strong and readily understood simile, also found
in the psalms (Ps 1; 52:10).
Secondly, the passage makes use of antithetical
parallelism, an important feature of Hebrew poetry. It is readily seen in the short mashal
(proverb) wherein the two opposed sections of
the verse make a single point. This is done by
juxtaposing the positive and negative sides of the
issue. Thirdly, the antithesis makes use of the
curses and blessings formula (Deut 11:26 - 31;
cc. 27 - 28). It is used to conclude formal legislation. This is more than simple invocation of
sanctions; the formula was considered an effective conduit of its sentiments.

The second reading: I Cor 15:12, 16-20 -The Christians in Corinth had raised questions about the resurrection. Some saw the idea
of a risen body as unsuited to an intelligent faith. The body was material and therefore unrelated to spiritual existence. Either they were deeply influenced by Greek thinking which saw the soul as the only immortal principle, or they had so spiritualized the idea of resurrection that corporeality had
been excluded. Paul takes lengthy issue with this viewpoint (1 Cor 15), dealing with both the fact of resurrection (1 - 34) and the manner (35 - 58).
If there is no resurrection, the Corinthians cannot logically uphold Christ's resurrection, which stands at the heart of the Christian kerygma (vv12ff).
In excluding Christ's resurrection, everything crumbles. There is no meaning to the faith, even the "enlightened" faith which the Corinthians flaunt. It
is Christ's resurrection that brings the forgiveness of sins and justification (Rom 4:24f). If Christ has not risen, then Christians remain in their original
sinful state, while those Christians already dead have undergone a death that is total (Rom 5:12 - 14), a death without hope. The conclusion, however, is clear; without the resurrection, as Paul emotionally states, we are indeed to be pitied. However, the fact of the matter is quite contrary, Paul
has proclaimed it, as have the twelve. It is a keystone of the faith. Christ has indeed risen as the prototype of what will occur in the after-life of his
followers.
GOSPEL INSIGHTS : Lk 6:17, 20 - 26
Luke presents the Sermon on the Plain as
following immediately upon the choosing of the
twelve apostles (Lk 6:13 ff). Therefore, one of
the Fathers of the Church called this sermon
“The Ordination Address to the Twelve.” Both
the Sermon on the Mount in Matthew and
the Sermon on the Plain in Luke are also
known as “The Compendium of Christian Doctrine,” “The Magna Carta of the Kingdom,” and
“The Manifesto of the King.” In these two
sermons we have the essence of Jesus’ teachings to his chosen apostles. The introductory
portion of the sermon consists of blessings and
woes that reflect the real polarity in humanity’s
economic and social living conditions (the
rich vs poor; the satisfied vs the hungry; those
laughing vs those grieving; the socially acceptable vs the outcast). The “beatitude” was a
specific genre found in both Greek and Jew-

ish literature (e.g. Ps 1:1; Prv 8:24, Dn 12:12;
Tb 13:14), adopted for use by Christian writers (Rom 8:34; Mt 5:3-12; Jn 20:29; Rv 14:13,
16:15, 22:7). Each of the eight Beatitudes
consisted of a pronouncement of blessedness
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(makarios) followed by who is blessed and why.
These beatitudes of Jesus were taught in Aramaic. In Aramaic they are not simple statements;
rather, they are exclamations, i.e., “O the blessedness of the poor in spirit!” (Compare today’s Responsorial Psalm [Psalm 1], for a similar Hebrew
version). In our current language it may be
phrased as “Congratulations to …” the poor, the
hungry etc. as a way of celebrating the blessed
person’s success. Luke proposes that material
poverty leads us to greater detachment from the
things of this world, thereby allowing us to attach
ourselves to spiritual values. The blessings must
be understood as eschatological statements which
see and evaluate the present in terms of the future. In the same way, the woes pronounced upon
the rich, the full, and those who laugh function as
an expression of sadness, not because of the
person’s present circumstances but because of
what will ultimately be..
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1. What is the meaning of Beatitudes?
A) Wisdom B) Humor C) Happiness D) Smart
2.What is the person like, who trusts in the Lord? A) A tree
planted beside the water B) A withered bush C) A house built
on sand D) A bush in the desert
3. Since Christ has risen from the dead, what will His people
do?
A)Have a party B) Eat fine foods C) Rule the world D) Rise
from the dead
4. Why does Jesus say that the poor are blessed?
A)They don't have too much stuff B) They have many friends
C) They will have the Kingdom of God D) They can still get
married
5. Why will we be blessed if people insult us because of Jesus?
A) They don't really mean it
B) We will have a reward in Heaven
C) We will become rich
D) They do not know any good insults

1. Which group of people let you down most? How can
the Church regain trust of people?
2.

How does the idea of resurrection impact your life
now? What would your life be like now if you had no
hope of resurrection?

3. What is your opinion on the ’Beatitudes’? Practical?
Hard? Too theological? Irrelevant?

QUIZ ANSWERS
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QUIZ TIME

1C, 2.A, 3D, 4C, 5.B

Matthew’s vs. Luke’s versions:
Matthew presents the Beatitudes as coming at the beginning
of the Sermon on the Mount. Just as “the first Moses” gave
teachings on a mountain in the Old Testament, Jesus is like a
new Moses giving us a new sermon, a new teaching from a new
mountain. In Luke’s version, Jesus stands on a plain and states
the beatitudes and woes in more compact and radical
terms. Luke’s “Sermon on the Plain” is shorter than Matthew’s
“Sermon on the Mount,” the latter extending through three chapters. Matthew gives eight Beatitudes (the ninth being an explanation of the eighth), while Luke gives four “beatitudes” and
four “woess” — (“woe” is an archaic English translation for a
“curse” or a “judgment.”). Moses not only gave the people the
Ten Commandments (from Mt. Sinai), but he also gave them a
list of blessings for obedience and curses for disobedience in Dt
27:12-13 and chapter 28. The wording in Luke is also quite different from that in Matthew. In Matthew, Jesus uses the third
person (“they will be filled”), whereas in Luke, Jesus speaks in
the second person (“you will be filled”). Matthew speaks only of
the reward promised to those who live according to Jesus’ message. Luke, on the other hand, emphasizes the consequences
that those who do not heed Jesus’ words will suffer. Whereas
Luke declares that the “poor,” are blessed, Matthew uses the
phrase “poor in spirit,” thereby advocating a slightly different
attitude, or disposition, toward God (i.e., Blessed are those who
recognize their dire need for God, for God will bring them into his
Kingdom). Luke’s version seems to mark with greater severity
Jesus’ warning to the “rich,” the “full,” the “laughing,” and “those
who are spoken well of,” that is, to the self-centered and selfsatisfied, whatever their financial or social status.
We must take care to choose our way wisely. “There are two
Ways, one of Life and one of Death, and there is a great difference between the two Ways.” These are the opening lines of the
“Didache” a first century Christian catechism used to teach new
Christians the essence of the Christian Faith. The way of life is
the way of Jesus, the way of the Beatitudes, the way of loving
service to God and our brothers and sisters that leads to eternal
life. The other way is the way of death. It is the way of selfcenteredness, self-reliance, immorality, self-indulgence, and
immediate gratification. It leads to death
and hell. Which way are we going? The
challenge of the beatitudes is: “Are you
going to be happy in the world’s way or in
Christ’s way?”
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